
What better way to start off the weekend than with some 
good news?! And the news is good, with U.S. 
Manufacturing activity hitting its highest level since 
September 2018 -which was the highest in the past 17 
years. As the article in thee Globe & Mail reports <here> 
the coronavirus crisis has boosted demand for goods and 
manufacturing rebounded as fewer restrictions impeded 
economic growth. That said, without another stimulus 
package, the path forward will be more difficult until a 
vaccine is here. On that front Astra Zeneca -one of the 
leading Big Pharma contenders for a vaccine- expects to 
have Stage 3 clinical trials concluded before year end. If 
successful the approval for a vaccine would follow in early 
2021. Fingers crossed! Now good news is not to be taken 
to mean we are out of the woods yet, but we’ve crossed 
through the darkest part and there’s a clearing ahead, just 
some distance yet to cover.

Markets this week have been unexpectedly strong with the 
outcome of the Presidential election appearing to be the most favourable outcome -a Biden Presidency 
and a bi-partisan Congress. More will get done through good old fashioned political horse trading and 
the legislative branches holding each other to account for the betterment of the American people. 

It’s a bit exhausting as Canadians to be so U.S. focussed day in and day out, it’s just that by geographical 
accident, we happened to be sandwiched up against America. As the world’s largest economy, it’s kind of 
like living next to the Grand Canyon -it’s impossible to miss or ignore. Too, what happens in the U.S. 
affects us given that approximately 75% of our exports end up there and our Central Bank is a corollary of 
the U.S. Federal Reserve (practically speaking). But I be sure to provide some more Canadian content next 
week, and focus more on what’s happening in the Great White North. There’s some encouraging signs up 
here too! 

Hope everyone is caught up on their sleep after Tuesday night’s late night (and inconclusive) U.S. election 
night. It’s still going on like a bad toothache, but the outcome should be known any day. After that, it’s 
eyes forward and planning for what comes next. On that front, we think 2021 is going to be a better year 
than this one for sure. 

Have a great weekend!

Be safe, be well!
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https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/gIfqaDEOx4/here.pdf

